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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This very well conducted and presented study demonstrates the role and mechanisms of

Metadherin (MTDH) is driving hepatocellular carcinoma progression , metastasis and

poor prognosis. Furthermore they demonstrate that its known amorlates these

characteristics. These findings will provide additional information for further

understanding of the prognosis and treatment of HCC patients and could probbaly be

translated to other tumor types. The English is quite good with only a few problems here

and there as illustrated here: Abstract: “MTDH (Metadherin) has been suggested as to be

one of the key oncogenes in most cancer types” “MTDH could promote stemness

enhancement in HCC cells, and high expression of MTDH may resist cancer

immunotherapy” -Actually the demonstrates that it does promote stemness so please

remove the word “could” The study results of Yoo BK et al. showed that MTDH

expression gradually increased with phase I-IV and from high differentiation to low

differentiation. – there is no reference number Figure lengens: Figure legends Also the

figure just under this title is too small and there is no indication of just what it represents

Figure 1 MTDH overexpression has been is linked to a worse prognosis in HCC. This
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figure shows that it is linked These small problems occur throuhout the manuscript, so

please have someone go over ot again to correct them After that, this excellent

manuscript is ready to be published
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